Scientists at the Institute of Geophysics in
Courtillot has dismissed the allegations, pointing out in Le Monde that all editors of papers submitted to the journal by the IPGP were openly identified. Allègre has described the allegations as "ridiculous". But Friso Veenstra, publisher of the Elsevier journal, maintains that reviewing papers from one's own institution runs against the journal's ethics policy.
UK revises visa rules to help visiting scientists
The UK government is to reform aspects of immigration rules implemented in November 2008, after universities warned that the system would prevent up to 2,000 overseas researchers a year from entering the country. Previously, overseas academics coming to the United Kingdom to carry out research for two to three years could enter the country on a 'sponsored researcher visa'. But under the new points-based immigration system, the visa was scrapped, leaving researchers with no clear entry route. Researchers will now be included under a 'tier 5' entry route, reserved for sponsored temporary workers.
US National Academies suspend visits to Iran
The US National Academies are advising American scientists to avoid travelling to Iran, following the detention in December of one of the academies' top officials.
Glenn Schweitzer, a veteran physicist who manages scientific visits and exchanges in Eurasia for the National Academy of Sciences, was in Iran as part of a longrunning programme between the academy and Iranian scientific organizations. The programme promotes collaboration and aims to keep scientific diplomatic channels open between the two countries despite the continuing political confrontation.
Schweitzer was detained on two occasions by three men claiming to be from the Iranian security services, who threatened to prevent him from leaving the country if he did not cooperate, he says. The academies say that visits will resume only if the Iranian government provides firm assurances that US scientists can visit the country safely. Most of the bones date back to the Late Cretaceous period more than 100 million years ago, raising speculation that the finds could offer clues about why the creatures died out. The discoveries, made by researchers from the Chinese Academy of Sciences, include bones from what might be the largest duck-billed dinosaur discovered to date. The site consists of 15 separate areas in Zhucheng, Shandong province, which has yielded more than 50 tonnes of dinosaur bones since the 1960s.
Correction
The reference list and citations in the News Feature 'Let's make a mammoth' (Nature 456, 310-314; 2008) are in the incorrect order. The html version of this article has been amended to give the correct citations, and a corrected PDF can be downloaded from http://tinyurl.com/86hmp2. The sea otter may be adversely affected by changes to the US Endangered Species Act.
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